Association: North Eastern
Round: 4
Date: 21st May, 2022
Match between: Eudunda Robertstown v BSR
A1
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 31 v BSR 41
With the inclusion of Tegan Lang across from Kapunda, BSR came in with experience in every area of
the court. However, Saints were steady and created a tightly contested first half of netball. Jessica
Geister was solid back in defence, pairing well with Georgia Huppatz. But Anna-Grace Close
replicated it in GK for BSR, picking off high feeds into the circle. Breea Schutz got into a groove,
before injury forced her off the court. With changes and another injury, Saints did their best to stay
in the game. Unfortunately for them, they lost some composure through the middle and BSR
extended their small lead to win the game by 10.
A2
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 35 v BSR 34
A very evenly contested first quarter with strong rebounds from Saints defenders, Olivia Schiller and
Steph Green saw Saints take the lead early. BSR settled in the second, reducing the margin. BSR
capitalised on Saints turnovers and evened the score heading into the final quarter. BSR Goal
Shooter, Alicia Thomas, found her groove in the last quarter with exceptional movement and
shooting. BSR’s tight defence and front leads were no match for the Saints’ tenacity in the final few
minutes which saw them finish with a 1 goal lead.
B1
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 34 v BSR 29
BSR began the game with accurate shooting by both goalies, taking the lead by two at quarter time.
Saints settled in the second quarter with defensive drive from Tayla Turner and Claire Schiller,
capitalising on BSR errors. BSR’s Claudia Huppatz fed beautifully to the goalies. A change in the mid
court at half time saw BSR find the circle edge with ease. Saints continued to build a comfortable
lead going into the last quarter. BSR came out firing in the last quarter with nothing to lose. This
rattled the Saints causing errors down the court. Saints maintained their lead, taking the win by five
goals.
B2
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 19 v BSR 38
Great start by both teams going goal for goal. BSR’s tall defence making the most of the rebounds.
The tussle continued into the second quarter. Saints having some great passages of play but BSR
outscored Saints in the second half dominating in their goals with accurate shooting.

C1
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 34 v BSR 41
The first half was very well contested by both teams with Jodie Mosey shooting accurately for the
Saints. The third quarter saw BSR’s defence build-up a lot of pressure, with Sarah Pilkington and
Monique Robson causing turnovers in the defensive circle. In the last quarter, BSR pushed
themselves until the final whistle and came out with the win by seven.
C2
No Game
15U
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 48 v BSR 11
A tight first few minutes of the match, where both teams fought hard seeing an even start. Saints
capitalised on the turnovers that they made giving them a steady lead after the first quarter, 17 four. In the second quarter the Saints persisted with defensive pressure and direct play. BSR’s effort
was evident, however Saints extended their lead 31 - eight. At half time BSR made several positional
changes, which gave them some different opportunities down the court, however Saints familiarity
within their team continued to show on the scoreboard. The scoring slowed in the last quarter for
both sides, with BSR seeing more of the ball in their attacking end just unable to convert to goals.
Saints finishing the game with a strong win.
J1
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 34 v BSR 3
Saints started well with strong leads from the first whistle, especially from Charlotte Nietschke with
strong drives into the goal circle. BSR’s Ava White ran hard all day and never gave up. Saints had
steady play down court with great dodging and movement. Ebony Meyer picked off lots of BSR’s ball
at wing defence and had great front positioning. BSR’s Taylor Jones used her height well and got
some great tips in the last half at GK and worked well with Lara Meyer to put lots of pressure on the
Saints goalies. Saints Goalies Charlotte Nietschke and Zoe Neal shot accurately all game.
J2
No Game
J3
Report: BSR started strongly with accurate shooting. Eudunda Robertstown’s defence in the ring
took advantage of rebound opportunities but had trouble moving the ball down the court. BSR took
some great intercepts. A game predominantly played in BSR’s attack end of the court.
J4
No Game
J5
BSR started well with good leading and accurate passes. Saints settled and applied great pressure
over the ball making it hard for BSR to get clear. Great rebounding by Saints at both ends giving
them lots of opportunity to score. BSR picked up lots of loose balls. A very even game with great
passages of play down the court by both teams. Very good shooting by all shooters.

A1
Result: RSMU 40 v Min Man 40
Both sides hit the court hard today with the defensive pressure throughout the whole court the
highlight of the game from both RSMU and Min Man. RSMU’s Simone Miller (GK) and Mikaela Stoll
(GD) rebounded strongly giving ample opportunities to the RSMU attack line. The defensive pressure
from Min Man’s Leah Carling (C) and Aleisha Michael (WD) gave Min Man the opportunity to take
the lead by a goal in the last quarter. All players fought hard until the end lifting the intensity of the
game, however neither side could break away leading to a draw at full time.
A2
Result: RSMU 34 v Min Man 49
A strong start by both teams, RSMU had a slight edge with good midcourt pressure and intercepts
from RSMU’s Hannah Connell (WD) and Kelsey Noll (C). Min Man came out firing with strong circle
defence by Isla Baum (GD) and Moll Ross (GK) with Min Man taking the lead into half time 23 - 19.
RSMU had strong passages of play, but Min Man put the foot down with accurate shooting from the
Min Man goalies Kimberly Mitchell (GS) and Halle Smith (GA). Min Man finished with a strong win by
15 goals.
B1
Result: RSMU 38 v Min Man 38
An absolute rollercoaster of a game between the Min Man and RSMU teams. The game started off
with strong contest all over the court. Min Man opened up a small three goal lead and maintained
this throughout the first quarter. Min Man’s GA, Hannah Rigden moved smoothly through the goal
ring against RSMU’s GD Ashleigh Illman’s strong defensive pressure. With RSMU down by three goals
coming into the fourth quarter they fought hard against Min Man. At one point Min Man openend
up a seven-goal lead but brilliant defensive pressure down the court by RSMU’s WD, Tegan Przibilla
made Min Man’s WA, Mollie Versteger work that extra bit harder to feed the ball into the goal ring.
A great last five-minute fight back by RSMU saw the score even at the final whistle.
B2
Result: RSMU 40 v Min Man37
RSMU came out determined and had good control of the ball in the first quarter. After some changes
by both RSMU and Min Man the game became more intense and contested. RSMU kept the lead
until three quarter time. Both Min Man and RSMU defences fought hard for every turnover and both
attacking line ups had their work cut out for them. Despite Min Man closing the score gap to two
goals at one stage in the last quarter, RSMU were able to hold them at bay and were ahead at the
end of the game.
C1
Result: RSMU 27 v Min Man 39
A close match today apart from the five-goal lead that Min Man secured in the first quarter.
Min Man passed into their tall goalie Laura Willmott with good accuracy in the first quarter, however
when Nadia Langtry swapped into defend her, she applied great pressure and made her work hard
for the ball. Some great chasing and accurate shooting by RSMU goalies saw the score remain close
for the rest of the match. With Min Man holding on to win by four.

C2
Result: RSMU 27 v Min Man 39
A high-quality game, with both sides going goal for goal in the early stages. Olive Charnstrom (Min
Man) was proving a thorn in the RSMU side with a strong display at GS. RSMU were getting great
drive through the centre court from Imogen Swanson and Caitlyn Watson, however a dominant
display in defence from Tyla Quick saw Min Man draw away and record a comfortable 12 goal
victory.
15U
Result: RSMU 30 v Min Man 40
RSMU started the game quickly and regularly turning the ball over in defence by RSMU’s Mia Berry
and moving the ball with plenty of drive down the court by RSMU’s Indianna Kimlin. Min Man’s
Charlie Ross stood tall in defence making RSMU work extremely hard in the second half to get the
ball into the goal circle. The last quarter saw Min Man turn the ball over and score with ease through
fantastic shooting by Min Man’s Indy Mitchell. Great contest today by both teams.
J1
No Game
J2
Result: RSMU 6 v Min Man 19
Min Man started the game impressively with a six-goal head start at quarter time. Chloe Ackland and
Asha Stockman from Min Man worked cohesively in the defensive circle by playing in front, giving
their attack line plenty of opportunities and extending their lead. RSMU’s circle defenders Jemma
Miller and Macy Glynn also worked well together to rebound strongly, but Min Man controlled the
game showing great composure and steady play to run away with a thirteen goal win.
J3
The first quarter saw both RSMU and Min Man start the game evenly with RSMU’s Georgia Dixon
and Min Man’s Ruby Jaeschke having a fantastic contest through the mid court. Good contests
provided a tight first quarter with both teams scoring well. RSMU really started to capitalise on their
turnovers in the second half of the game.
J4
Brilliant goal shooting by Min Man goalies Charlee Hall and Isla Parker. Some great passages of play
by RSMU’s Charlotte Plueckhahn in the centre. RSMU continued to learn through the game and
develop their defensive pressure and lead towards the ball. Min Man played a consistent four
quarters of netball with strong one on one defence.
J5
A fantastic game with both teams looking to be settling into their positions and finding their feet.
Min Man came out strong with accurate shooting from Eliza Stockman (GA) which continued
throughout the entire game. RSMU held up with a strong defence with Nishyoera Nelluri (GD)
working hard in the ring. Great flow across the court by both teams with the ball moving swiftly from
one end to the other throughout the game.

Match between: Blyth Snowtown v BBH
A1
Result: Blyth Snowtown 52 v BBH 33
With a covid and injury effected start to the season Blyth Snowtown were determined to come out
strong with a new line up. Leah Edmunds was a fantastic target at GS with precision passing from the
Cats mid court and GA Ellie Gould who’s work rate was fantastic. Amelia Rasheed for BBH worked
hard at applying pressure in the Cats attacking end. The third quarter was a tussle with BBH lifting
and making the most of the goal opportunities, but Blyth Snowtown were too strong in the end.
A2
Result: Blyth Snowtown 54 v BBH 35
The first quarter saw both teams make the most of their centre passes, but great shooting by Tessa
Weckert and Donna Stewart gave the Cats the lead going into the second quarter. There was strong
defence by BBH’s Amelia Squire and Kirsty Glacken throughout the second half of the game. Accurate
shooting by BBH’s Charley Traeger and Candice Catt all game. The fantastic defence from Blyth
Snowtown's trio of Zwecks gave the Cats the win.
B1
Result: Blyth Snowtown 46 v BBH 24
The match started evenly until the Cats pulled away with great shooting by Kristen Allchurch. BBH
made changes in the second quarter and BBH’s Georgie Lines was running well through the centre,
but the Cats defenders held them to only three for the quarter to have an eight goal lead at half
time. Cats Jasmine Elsworthy was turning the ball over at WD and helped Cats increase their lead.
Cats finished strong to end with a convincing win.
B2
Result: Blyth Snowtown 58 v BBH 28
The Cats came out firing in the first quarter with a fast paced game to have a 17 to five lead at
quarter time. Cats Chloe Freebairn was shooting many beautiful goals to have 34 goals at half. BBH
made changes and BBH's Megan Brooks was playing well in Centre. Cats defenders Bec Jamieson and
Kayla Freebairn combined well to restrict BBH's opportunities. Cats ran it out in the final quarter with
great drive from defence and Bernie Altmann playing well in her 350th Blyth Snowtown game.
C1
Result: BlythSnowtown 38 v BBH 33
Blyth Snowtown started well with accurate shooting and confident passing down the court and led
by four at quarter time. The change of ends saw BBH take advantage of not shooting into the sun.
BBH defenders Meg Malycha and Claire Hall gave their team lots of opportunities and the scores
were even at half time. Blyth Snowtown made changes in the mid court and were able to create
some more space in their attacking end allowing some beautiful feeds into the circle by WA Jemima
May. BBH continued to fight for loose balls, but Blyth Snowtown were able to maintain composure
and hold their lead for the final quarter.

C2
Result: Blyth Snowtown 27 vs BBH 39
An even start with both teams contesting the ball and applying pressure down the court. Lauren
Donhardt shot well for BBH for them to take an early lead. Blyth Snowtown continued to fight to stay
with them, with Abby Elsworthy and Nikki Francis getting good touches in the defensive third. Olivia
Fels took some great intercepts during the second half of the game, and Blyth Snowtown continued
to try hard. BBH were too strong in the end and finished off with a solid win.
15U
Result: Blyth Snowtown 20 v BBH 24
A strong start to the game by BBH capitalising on Blyth Snowtown’s unforced errors. Accurate
shooting by all goalies in the first half. With some changes made to Blyth Snowtown’s team the
intensity lifted and there was great defensive pressure all over the court, especially by Greta Pratt
who fought hard for every loose ball bringing the score within two goals. Great work and drive by
BBH’s Reagan Vangasteren through the centre saw BBH hold onto their lead and with accurate
shooting from Keira Schuppan and Emilie Stockman BBH ran away with a win by four. Overall, a hardfought game by both teams.
J1
Result: Blyth Snowtown 30 v BBH 31
BBH lead off with a strong start, pulling in the loose balls from the unsettled Cats players. An even
second quarter with both teams finishing off with good shooting in the ring by Cats Skye Ebsary and
BBH's Anna Schuppan. The Cats girls had a strong third quarter lead by Anna Williams in Centre, to
grab the lead by one at three quarter time. Great defence by BBH's Emylou Cooper helped BBH over
the line in a very close finish.
J2
Result: Blyth Snowtown 4 v BBH 30
BBH started well with some great goals by Gemma Gebhardt and strong defence by Jade Waters and
Zali Dix. BBH lead through the game with the Cats getting their groove in the final quarter and
showed strong defence. Some fantastic turnovers in play from Ruby Fabian, Mikayla Eime and Lily
Longstaff.
J3
No Game
J4
Both teams started well going goal for goal until the first half. Blyth Snowtown shared the ball around
to all their players. Eliza Honner in GA leading in the attack for Cats. BBH defenders Aaliyah Edwards
and Ruby Taylor rebounded well. Blyth Snowtown had consistent play all over the court which gave
their goalies lots of opportunities for goals.
J5
An even game, with lots of great defence by both teams. The cats had lots of scoring opportunities
and BBH had many rebounds, Harriet Tiver provided great strength in the ring for BBH. Marleigh
Schultz provided many turnovers for the Cats, for a close game.

Match between: South Clare v North Clare
A1
Result: South Clare 52 v North Clare 51

A very fast paced first half with very accurate shooting from both sides saw North Clare lead
by four at half time. Both sides came to play in the second half. The accurate shooting
continued with South being provided with vital opportunities in the last quarter to see them
come away with the win by one goal. A great match of netball for all to watch!
A2
Result: South Clare 37 v North Clare 39

Both teams had a strong first quarter with Kristin Coles taking numerous intercepts. North
Clare were up by one at quarter time. Zoe Pawelski and Phoebe Helbig shot well for North
Clare in the second to see North Clare go into half time with a seven goal lead. South Clare
regrouped during the break and reduced the margin significantly in the third quarter, with
strong defence by Katie Woodrow and Paryss Mauder and accurate shooting by Bella
Rawlings and Ellie Johnson. North came out on top by two goals after another strong
quarter by South Clare.
B1
Result: South Clare 31 v North Clare 53

North Clare took the lead early with accurate shooting and defensive pressure. Renee Scott
took control of the goal circle and was backed up by great feeding from the centre court
players and fellow goalie Eliza Burton. South Clare’s Loren Liebelt caused many turnovers in
the defensive end and although South Clare applied intense mid court pressure all through
the game, North Clare extended their lead each quarter to win by 22 goals.
B2
Result: South Clare 30 v North Clare 67

North Clare started the game strongly and played four quarters of high-quality netball. Yana
Zanette directed play through the centre court, with great support provided by Sarah Day
and Rebecca Court in defence. Sophie McKlennan proved an unmissable target in goals.
Tahlia Bridger worked tirelessly all game for South Clare, along with Kathy Woodrow and
Poppy Wilson. North Clare came away with a comprehensive win.
C1
Result: South Clare 28 v North Clare 36

An amazing close start from both teams with fantastic shooting by Abbey Davies (South
Clare) and Marie Mullighan (North Clare), un-foreseen changes at half time saw South
Clare’s lead decrease. North Clare’s changes at half time created great court flow with
fantastic feeding from Morgan Earl. South Clare made up some lost time, but it wasn’t
enough to secure the win. Great Job to all!

C2
Result: South Clare 14 v North Clare 29

North Clare came out firing in the first quarter to have a lead of seven at the first break.
South Clare made a few key changes in the second quarter which worked to close the gap
but North Clare remained strong throughout the four quarters taking the win by 15.
Accurate and consistent shooting from Sophie Earle and key feeding from Matilda GwynnJones for North Clare proved to be the difference. However, South Clare’s Anna Edwards
and Annabelle Kruger worked hard all game, taking many rebounds and intercepts.
15U
Result: South Clare 38 v North Clare 12

South Clare had a strong start with accurate shooting from Scarlett Leibelt-Seymon and
Mackenzie Victor to be up by 11 at quarter time. North Clare’s mid courters, Makayla Nobel
and Amaya Pudney worked hard to limit South Clare’s movement down the court. South
Clare responded with steady play and tight defence to win the game comfortably.
J1
Result: South Clare 40 v North Clare 9

Both teams had a good start with accurate shooting from North Clare’s Teagan Klook. South
Clare’s defence covered the court creating pressure for turnovers. North Clare’s Mazie Fels
created clear transition from defence to attack, however accurate shooting from South
Clare’s Tatum Giles allowed South Clare to take home the win.
J2
Result: South Clare 46 v North Clare 7

The first quarter saw South Clare take a lead of 13 with Maddison Wehr defending strongly.
South Clare’s wings fed strongly to goalies Isla Manhood and Ebony Pearse who were able
to convert every turnover. South Clare continued to dominate in the second quarter,
however, North Clare’s Goal Shooter, Ella Lloyd was consistent with her shooting. North
Clare responded strongly in the third quarter and continued to play well, but South Clare
maintained a consistent lead to win the game.
J3
The derby started in a very even and competitive fashion. Sophie Meany was a great target in goals
for the Roosters as was Jodie McCarthy for South Clare. Elise Wilson, Ruby Malone and Stella
Scheepers were extremely quick through the centre and provided great direction for both of their
teams. Sierra Esquvel for South Clare was a tower of strength in defence. A great game to watch.
Well done girls.
J4

A great display of netball for the local derby. South Clare’s goalies Amali Murphy and Ella
Wehr started solidly with some great shooting and great defence by Sophia Liebelt- Seymon
and Sammi McCarthy. North Clare made changes in the second with Ava Smith providing
multiple turnovers for them. A great contest between Maddie Papps and Tess Chapman in
the centre. South Clare had a strong finish with Koa Murphy showing great sportsmanship.

J5

South Clare started well with great shooting by Scarlett Hopgood and Zarah Cook. North
Clare had a great come back in the second half with accurate shooting by Sarah Victor and
strong intercepts by Koda Maher. A great game from both teams.

